"Campus is the place to generate knowledge not only to exchange knowledge". With this objective to make campus the place to generate knowledge the second edition of Panauti Journal is published. As all of we know it has included some queries and subject matters from previous publication's too.

Panauti has been known as an educational destination since ancient time. Indreshwor Campus, Panauti has been established as a leading educational and academic center within the district. Indreshwor Campus is the first center of higher education established in 2058 BS with the community financial participation of Panauti. Presently, Bachelor and Master level courses in management, humanities and education faculties are being conducted in the campus.

Indreshwor Campus, Research Management Committee has completed survey in its own funding and resources in the topic 'Involvement of Indreshwor Campus Students in Local Cooperative Organization'. Indreshwor Campus and Kabhre Campus has conducted collaborative research on 'Employment Creation in Cooperative Societies': A survey analysis of Banepa Municipality and Panauti Municipality of Kavre district. We will assure to conduct this kind of survey/research in the days to come about educational and community issues.

We would like to extend our gratitude to all the authors for their contributions and the reviewers for their valuable feedback. We would like to express our gratitude to all the contributors for their efforts and commitment to producing quality research. We hope that this volume will stimulate further research and contribute to the academic discourse in Nepal and beyond.
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